Introduction
formations (see [3] ).
Having these in mind, the notion of closed category (in the sense of [2] ) is easily seen to be needed. According to this, we rephrase our initial problem in the following terms. We shall use the notations in the paper by Eilenberg and Kelly [2] and shall also denote by E(A) the ring A (4, A) of the endomorphisms of A .
Preliminaries at the subjacent level
From now on, let A be an additive category with kernels and finite products (coproducts), and let A, B be two objects in A .
LEMMA 1. If P(A), P(B) denote the sets of direct factors (swmands) of A and B , respectively, then each ring-isomorphism F : E(A) •*• E(B) induces a canonical bijection F* : P(A) -*• P(B) .
Proof. G r i g o r e C a l u g a r e a n u j r indecomposable factor of B .
i ' respectively; these are easily seen to be mutually inverse ring-homomorphisms. E
COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of the previous lemma we have a ring-isomorphism E[A) -*• E [F* [A )) .

Proof. We have only to notice that if E(A) and E(B) are ringisomorphic then u p E(A)u^p.
and u?.p*E(B)uf .p* are also ring-
isomorphic. D
We are now in a position to prove the main subjacent-level r e s u l t : THEOREM 1. Let A be an additive category with kernels and finite
products (ooproducts), let A, B be objects in A Q , and let U be a direct factor of A . If F : E(A) -*• E(B) is a ring-isomorphism then there is a semi-linear isomorphism of dbelian groups F : A {U, A) -*• A [F*(U), B) , that is to say, F.. is a group homomorphism and F (aS) = F(a).F (9) holds for each a in E(A) and 9 in
A Q (£/, A) .
Proof. Let u and p , respectively, be the injection and the projection of V in A . Define F (6) = F(8p).u* , for each 9 € A (£/, A) , where u*, p* denote the injection and the projection of F*(U) in B , respectively. I t is only routine to verify that Fy is a group-homomorphism which i s semi-linear (in the sense described above). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a closed aategory which satisfies the conditions Al, A 2 , A3, and one of the conditions Aiil, AU2. If for two objects A, B in A there is an isomorphism F : {AA) •* (BB) in A , the subjacency of which is a ring-homomorphism } then there is a canonical isomorphism f : A •+ B ; that is F = (/, f ) .
Proof. According to A3 we shall denote by p . and u. , respectively, the projection and the injection of J in A , and by pi, u* the projection and the injection of F*(l) in B , respectively. Grigore C a I u g a r e a n u jr are both identities, it is sufficient to prove that equivalent. We adopt the first one, which is also equivalent to
First, let us show that the morphism F_ : (£4) •+ (F*(I), B) in A given by F_ = [u*, l_).F.(p., l.J is an isomorphism. We note that if F = V(F) , then F = V[F ) . We shall prove that F^1 : [F*(D, B) -{IA) , given by F^1 = (^, 1^
because PA U A = - 1 > P R W S = • * • • T h
F(a.).f = f.a for each a € E(A) .
One has to verify that Next, for these closed categories, the division ring K in K and the real line in 8 and L are the corresponding objects J .
F(a) .if. [w r l B ). («*, i B ) .f.{p
Indecomposables are one-dimensional spaces and so Al+1 is fulfilled. All these categories being concrete, the Condition A2 is satisfied. Finally, Condition A3 holds in all of these categories, because for each nonzero element in a space in any of these categories, there is a nontrivial functional which takes the value 1 (identity of K or real number, respectively) on this element.
In fact, the largest category of topological vector spaces in which Then R is a not necessarily commutative division ring. For this last comment, I am indebted to Mr Nae Popescu.
